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DEMONSTRATION SHOWCASE

- WebGL, CSS Browser Performance demonstration on Linux/ iMX6 Dual Cores
- Web App, Web Run Time and Web App Window manager
- Enhanced Web App Security including Sandbox 
- Various Java Script Device APIs
- Input device Web I/F performance: Touch, Hand Writing, Rotary jog 
- Various Web Apps like Weather, Music, News, SNS, Parking etc.
- Audio focus control within Web Apps

 1    LG Electronics
Leopard platform is LG’s automotive 
software platform which can cover 
various SOCs and entry-level to premium 
products. By maximizing modularity of system components, Leopard is able to 
respond quickly to any customer requirements and guarantees stabilized quality.

 2    AudioKinetic
Audiokinetic, the leading provider of audio 
middleware tools across many industries, will 
present interactive sound generation and audio 
stream management software that can be used for 
both functional audio (e.g. auditory guidance and active safety) and comfort (HMI 
and improved IVI user-experience) use-cases. The demonstration, running on 
embedded hardware with a MOST multi-zone audio system, shows Wwise 
automotive software running on a GENIVI development platform. The comprehensive 
data-driven audio solution presented can streamline the workflow to create, manage 
and customize audio designs and empower vehicle manufacturers to create unique 
sound signatures, while increasing efficiency with faster iteration cycles through the 
use of a sophisticated authoring/profiling/real-time editing environment.

 7    Elektrobit
Elektrobit (EB) created a demo showing SmartDeviceLink 
(SDL) running on AutomotiveGradeLinux (AGL). EB installed 
AGL on a RaspberryPi (RPi) device using a standard release 
image. SDL Core needed some minor adjustments to build for 
the RPi and some missing functionalities were added to the 
AGL standard image in order for SDL to run properly.
 
In addition, EB created a simple HMI application for SDL using design and assets 
from AGL. The HMI application is focused on a standard use-case of a typical 
media-streaming mobile application (e.g. Pandora). Available SDL-enabled mobile 
applications are shown in a list represented by the name of the application, the name 
of the phone, and an icon when provided by the app. Once an app is selected, it's 
main screen can show album art, meta data, and media timer. The user can control 
the content via Play/Pause and Skip, and Presets.

 3    Obigo
Obigo will demonstrate Blink based Automotive 
Grade Browser:

 4    ATS-Advanced Telematic Systems    
ATS demonstrates their deployment of GENIVI's 
open source SOTA server to sota.genivi.org, 
integrating their newly-released C++ 
implementation of the SOTA Client (called 
"aktualizr") and the latest RVI C library into the 
GDP, to enable a complete OTA round-trip using 
all open source software.

Additionally, ATS will show a multi-ECU update demo using the open source 
rvi_sota_client to drive updates to CAN-bus-connected ECUs, driven by ATS Garage - 
ATS's SaaS OTA offering which incorporates GENIVI's SOTA code.

 5    Rogue Wave Software    
Come visit Rogue Wave Software and 
see the results of our Klocwork 
security scan of the GENIVI code base. 
We'll be demonstrating how the new 
Klocwork SmartRank feature helps developers identify which software issues they 
should work on first. See how Klocwork helps you identify security risks in code and 
helps developers resolve them quickly and easily. 

10    Pelagicore
Pelagicore, a part of Luxoft, is proud 
to present our Intel Automotive 
Reference Platform demonstration. 
The Intel ARP is a modular 
development and prototyping 
platform for Infotainment and ADAS systems. Offering interchangable SoC-modules 
and extensive customization and extensibility by leveraging the on-board FPGAs and 
high-speed expansion slots, the ARP places no restrictions on the platform you want 
to build.

Fully supported by Luxoft's GENIVI compliant PELUX Reference Platform, the ARP 
offers an unprecedented pixel-to-silicon prototyping platform for tomorrow's Digital 
Cockpits. Demo will consist of the ARP board running Neptune UI on the PELUX 
Reference Platform with Qt Automotive.

6    W3C    
W3C VIS Qt based reference implementation developed 
on the Genivi Development platform. We will be using 
openDS to simulate car signals.

 8    Airbiquity
Airbiquity Multi-ECU Over-The-Air (OTA) 
Software and Data Management for 
Connected Vehicles

Airbiquity is demonstrating its multi-ECU 
OTA Software & Data Management product 
offering. The demo features a fully orchestrated end-to-end software update and data 
management process including: policy-driven dependency, rollback, and recovery; 
standards based certification, authentication, and encryption; consumer notifications 
and prompts; and campaign creation, approvals, reporting, and administration.

 9    NTT DATA MSE
Proposal of a use case for a drive using 
Miracast technology. 

Demonstration of the realization of smartphone 
Link function which is Miracast onto AGL UCB. 
The video and audio are streaming from a smartphone via Miracast and played on 
rear display through the MOST network. 



11    Argus Cyber Security
Argus In-Vehicle Network Protection 
identifies and blocks cyber-attacks on vehicle 
in real time. Integrated on gateway ECU, 
Argus In-Vehicle Network Protection is 
available to OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers. 
Argus In-Vehicle Network Protection can detect anomalous messages and prevent 
them from propagating over the in-vehicle network in real time.

Key features:

- Multiple detection layers enable a near zero false positive rate
- Detection engine enables deep understanding of each attack
- Works independently or with cloud connectivity through Argus Lifespan 
   Protection

16    AllGo Systems
CES 2017 Award-winning RACE 2.0 Integrated 
Media and Smartphone Mirroring Solution 

         - Demonstrate coexistence of multiple 
           mirroring sessions (CarPlay / Android    
           Auto) and Media-Mirroring integration use 
           cases.
         - Distributed Media Playback for BYOD / RSE devices to support synchronous 
           video streaming.
         - Latest Mirroring Solutions – CarLife, WeLink Demonstration

Video Link: https://youtu.be/ILT5MOX8EaI
   
CES Innovation Award Announcement: 
http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20161201005513/en/AllGo-Embedded-Sy
stems-Named-CES%C2%AE-2017-Innovation

12    Igalia
Igalia will show the result of our 
cooperation with GENIVI to integrate 
the Chromium browser in the GDP. 
The browser can be built and run 
along with the platform on a growing 
number of devices. We will also show our latest development to let a browser take 
advantage of a multi-seat setup with multiple screens and input devices.

13    Intive
The demo shows AudioManager extension 
capabilities using an example of voice command 
recognition. The system is setup within a demo 
environment defined by custom command and 
routing interface implementations. This allows 
exercising a number of typical in-car voice command use cases.

15    GENIVI Development Platform
Delivered and enhanced by the GENIVI 
community, the full release of GDP 12 will be 
announced on 25 April and will include a 
number of new features that will be shared on 
the formal release date.
 
For those who may not have heard, the GDP has 
been chosen to participate in the Google 
Summer of Code (GSoC) program and student 
developers will use the GDP 12 as a basis for projects. The GSoC is a global program 
focused on bringing more student developers into open source software 
development. Students work with an open source organization on a three-month 
programming project during their school break, and the GDP was one of 201 
applications accepted among 400 applicants.
 
The GDP is an open, community-developed, deliverable involving many organizations 
inside and outside of the GENIVI membership. Contributions by individuals and 
organizations are essential to the future success of the GDP and GENIVI welcomes all 
member and open source community efforts in the areas of market feedback, testing, 
bug reporting and patching and requesting new features to advance GDP 
development  (technical discussions occurring on genivi-projects email list and on 
Jira trackers).
 
Stay tuned for more information on the release of GDP 12 and visit the GENIVI wiki 
on 25 April for details.  Additionally, a GDP tutorial webinar will be held in early May 
providing an overview of the GDP development process and walk through the steps 
on how to build GDP on a Raspberry Pi 3 board

14    Comtech

17    Open Synergy
Safe Instrument Cluster with Integrated GENIVI

ASIL-B Compliant Instrument 
Cluster on Renesas R-Car H3
 
Benefits:
         - Integration of Instrument Cluster and GENIVI - InVehicle Infotainment 
           software on a single SoC.
         - ASIL-B tell-tales verification by hardware and RTOS.
         - Multiple VM sharing of the GPU for 3D accelerated graphics.

18    INRIX
INRIX is the global leader in connected car 
services and transportation analytics, has 
pioneered a new approach that leverages big data 
and the cloud to help manage urban mobility. 
By aggregating a variety of sources and applying 
intelligence, INRIX delivers comprehensive data 
and solutions to help move people, cities and businesses forward.

INRIX OpenCar is an open, white-label digital dashboard platform that is optimized for 
the driving experience. Automakers now have a scalable and customizable solution for 
achieving the brand-consistent in-car experience the automotive industry needs, while 
delivering the content and services drivers want.

We will be showcasing our new and expanded product portfolio and services:

         - The OpenCar Connect framework on reference head units running expanded 
           new content on GENIVI Development Platform and Automotive Grade Linux
         - The OpenCar development environment, including OpenCar’s desktop 
           simulator
         - InsideTrack, OpenCar’s developer community for the life of your Connected Car
         - INRIX Connected Car Services

19    Recognition Technologies
The Future Driving Experience is a dynamic, 
interactive dashboard concept that demonstrates next 
generation conversational voice interaction, voice 
biometrics, and facial recognition for the automobile. 
The technology is designed to run natively in 
automotive cockpits that seek unconstrained natural 
language interfaces and high recognition accuracy. 
The embedded engine operates in the presence of 
service interruption or when full, uninterrupted and 
secure access to a cloud server is not guaranteed.



20    Livio
Livio will be demonstrating SmartDeviceLink 
(SDL) implementations from various OEMs at 
the GENIVI Showcase on May 10, 2017.  The 
demonstrations will show how smartphone 
applications can be controlled safely and easily from the vehicle head unit.  Each 
OEM implementation of SDL will allow the same applications, using the same library, 
to work across each of their respective head units.

Ford contributed SmartDeviceLink (SDL) to the open source community in 2013 and 
Toyota announced their adoption of SDL during CES 2016 in Las Vegas.  Together, 
Ford and Toyota established the SmartDeviceLink Consortium, Inc. (SDLC), a 
governing body for the advancement of SmartDeviceLink (SDL) on November 30, 
2016.  For information about SmartDeviceLink and SmartDeviceLink Consortium, 
please visit https://smartdevicelink.com

21    Korean Regional Expert Group
The component Car Data Logger is responsible for 
collecting, storing car related data, and providing the 
data to other GENIVI compliance components and 
off-board servers. CDL is started from an idea that if 
we could collect, store, and provide car related data, 
it would make a very valuable service to 
auto-makers, users, and other GENIVI compliance 
components. So, IVIS will demonstrate functionality 
of CDL through collaborating and integrating with 
various GENIVI components such as CommonAPI, vSomeIP, automotive DLT, 
VSS/VSI, and RVI on GDP compliant device. You can see the integrated use cases 
that using vehicle data at CDL showcase.

22    Global Logic
From real-time vehicle diagnostics to 
customizable entertainment apps, 
advanced IVI solutions are becoming 
a driving force in the automotive 
industry. In this showcase, GlobalLogic will demonstrate its Nautilus platform, a set 
of automotive IVI solution accelerators that leverage a Xen Type 1 hypervisor to 
simultaneously run two or more separate operating systems on a single SoC. We will 
also demonstrate a unique driver monitoring solution that utilizes cameras and 
multimedia integration frameworks to recognize and accommodate a driver’s focus 
and state-of-mind, from predictive path planning to customizable music playlists.

23    PathPartner Technology
Pathpartner brings extensive  features 
to enhance user experience to GENIVI 
platform. these features include quick 
boot, optimized smartphone connectivity  and camera based applications such as 
face and gesture recognition to improve cockpit experience and safety such as park 
assist.  The quick boot solution enables 2 seconds cold boot-up of GENIVI enabled 
headunit, smartphone connectivity offerings on GENIVI enabled headunit includes 
leading technologies, camera solutions includes algorithms and drivers  which can fit 
into existing hardware and software architecture.



 A    Hortonworks
The GENIVI RVI platform provides a 
standardized means for communications 
between the vehicle and its remote services over 
a number of different protocols. This free-to-all, 
open source software provides secure remote 
vehicle control from smart devices, software- 
over-the-air (SOTA) updates and efficient, 
two-way exchange of vehicle data and driver 
information. Visit the Hortonworks booth to 
view a demonstration (co-developed with 
Jaguar) on how vehicle data (from GENIVI-RVI) can be collected, transformed and 
enriched for effective analysis decision making. Further, we will demonstrate how 
bi-directional communications can take place, enabling true vehicle “command and 
control” capabilities.

 B    Luxoft
Intel Automotive Reference Platform – 
Enhancing the Digital Cockpit Experience

The Intel Automotive Reference Platform is 
a modular development/prototyping 
platform for Infotainment and ADAS 
systems. Offering interchangable 
SoC-modules and extensive customization 
and expand-ability by leveraging the 
on-board FPGAs and high-speed expansion 
slots, the ARP places no restrictions on the platform you want to build.

Fully supported by Luxoft's GENIVI compliant PELUX Reference Platform, the ARP 
offers an unprecedented pixel-to-silicon prototyping platform for tomorrow's Digital 
Cockpits.

Demo will consist of the ARP board running Neptune UI on the PELUX Reference 
Platform with Qt Automotive.
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 F    Wind River
Autonomous Vehicle Virtual Reality Video

1) Summary: Virtual reality ride in a fully- 
    autonomous, IoT-enabled car
2) Key Messages: 
          - Via an immersive 360-degree video, the 
            Wind River VR experience simulates a ride 
            that showcases autonomous driving 
            features such as advanced connectivity  
            such as V2X communications (car-to-car 
            or car-to-road infrastructure) and 
            ccident avoidance capabilities. 
3) What we are showing:
          - Autonomous driving concepts (advanced sensing, object detection, etc.)
          - Over-the-Air (OTA)  update capabilities
          - Advanced connectivity (V2X) & multimedia capabilities

 C    Access
NetFront™ Browser BE, ACCESS' high 
performance embedded Chromium based 
HTML5 Platform for Automotive on 
Renesas R-Car H2 and on GDP/Raspberry Pi

ACCESS Twine™ BYOD solutions on iOS and 
Android for media sharing in-vehicle and 
remote access to home content, integrated 
with NetFront™ Browser BE on GDP/Raspberry 
Pi

ACCESS Twine™ data gathering and analytics

 D    ICS
ICS is excited to show the ICS Media Manager, 
the ultimate connected car experience, running 
on GENIVI Development Platform and Renesas 
R-Car M2.
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- Media Manager connects your devices 
- Multimedia audio & video 
- Supports proprietary components 
- Super-fast indexing, playlists and playback 
   from iPads, iPhones, Android 
   phones, tablets, USB pen drives 
- Remote control from iOS and Android
- Adaptable to any UI (Qt, HTML5)
- Fast, responsive, small footprint 
- Built-in support for localization & themes 
- Qt/C++ middleware
- Plug-and-play components

 E    Flexera
The Flexera Software Monetization platform 
enables producers to monetize, protect and 
update their software solutions. Flexible 
monetization models and the ability to activate 
features on demand help implement new 
business models and generate recurring 
revenue streams. A demo of FlexNet 
CodeInsight shows how producers can 
establish an end-to-end solution to scan and track Open Source Software 
and third-party code and manage license compliance and vulnerability risk.

 G    EPAM
The internet of cars and autonomous driving will 
redefine how we travel, ship inventory, and 
design infrastructure. As physical objects 
become more deeply integrated into our Internet 
of Things, the connected car will soon become 
an essential component to the IoT ecosystem.

An important element as we look towards 
actually implementing the autonomous car is 
understanding how mission-critical safety 
software and the Internet of Cars will operate within the car ecosystem. This is the 
demo to explain what is happening currently; the importance of creating a 
security-first approach with open source software; and how we at EPAM are 
approach and solving some of the common problems.

What is the current problem?
The Internet of Cars ecosystem and shared economy model require the vehicle to 
become part of the Cloud. Service vendors should own the end-to-end service 
software stack including the part of the software executed in the vehicle. The 
deployment and upgrades of the in-vehicle part of the service should be completely 
independent from the Car OEM development lifecycle. The development should be 
done without any special knowledge of embedded and automotive software. 
Currently, service vendors don’t have an ability to update or deploy the in-vehicle part 
of the software. It can be done only by Car OEM who owns the complete software 
runs on on-board computer. 

Protecting Your Vehicle on the Cloud 
No matter which solution will be used for Cloud integration, it still opens the system 
for potential intrusions through the exploitation of connection vulnerabilities. Thus, 
some level of isolation from the rest of the safety-critical software is needed. Here is 
how we envision the Xen hypervisor-based solution for isolation of different 
subsystems (soft ADAS & cluster, HMI, cloud apps):

This infrastructure, including containers, and Dockers to deploy service software with 
the same approach as regular Cloud-based services to Fusion domain, allows service 
vendors to develop and deploy service without any special knowledge of 
embedded/automotive software. The domain provided by the Car OEM would ensure 
the full control of APIs and policies that might be used by the service. The domain 
would not have access to the hardware because of HW virtualization isolation.
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  i    Harman
The HARMAN Ignite Platform is a complete, 
end-to-end cloud platform which enables 
connectivity, device management, application 
enablement, analytics and managed services 
capabilities. It allows automakers, dealers and 
service providers to introduce, easily deploy and 
manage new cloud applications and services 
meeting the safety, convenience, information, 
and entertainment needs of customers around the 
world. It also helps these entities in meeting the 
back-end service management and operational 
needs of their own businesses. They can maximize efficiency and minimize internal 
costs in their pursuit to fully offer the connected lifestyle experience.

HARMAN Remote Vehicle Updating Service (OTA) enables car manufacturers and 
Tier-1 suppliers to adapt to an evolving market landscape by securely managing all 
in-vehicle software components, including firmware, applications, configurations, 
settings and maps on head units, TCUs (Telematics Control Units) and ECUs 
(Electronic Control Units); anywhere and at any time – whether on the production 
line, at dealer lots or on car owners’ driveways. The solution is comprised of both
backend server components that can either be installed on the customer’s IT premise 
or hosted by HARMAN, and device side client software components that are installed 
by the device (TCU/HU/ECU) manufacturer.

Harman’s Automated UI Development Suite for Automotive assists in the creation of 
connected, multi-screen, adaptive and secure In-Vehicle Infotainment (IVI) systems. 
It provides the following components:

         - HMI Framework – Pre-established sub-system with a flexible architecture that 
           allows the user to develop HMI more expediently with multi-screen support. 
         - Tool Chain - Allows the OEM to take and trace the end-to-end HMI process.
         - Software Development Tool Kit (SDK) - Supports multi display solutions for          
            the center display 
         - and rear seat entertainment systems using an HMI server.
         - Applications - Provided as separate (downloadable) modules.

 H    Renesas
As the world’s leading automotive 
semiconductor company, Renesas enjoys 
a wealth of experience across all automaker 
requirements: quality, safety, and security. 
Now in our third generation SoC, we offer 
solutions from single digit pricing to 
triple-digit performance. Renesas silicon is in 
nearly all production vehicles worldwide as we 
ship more than 1B micro-controllers and SoCs 
every year. At least 120M R-Car SoCs are on the road for infotainment, a significant 
portion of which are running Linux.

At the GENIVI Showcase in Birmingham, UK we will present the Renesas Canvas 
demo proving how a state-of-the-art automotive SoC can enable new HMI user 
experience in a car cockpit.

         - Three displays for cluster, head unit, and passenger, are controlled by a single  
           R-Car H3 and are forming a “canvas”, enabling the user to position various  
           information per touch drag-and-drop on any canvas location at remarkable 
           low latency using OpenGL and Wayland/Weston support
         - Built with Green Hills Multivisor technology running on bare metal, the demo 
           features various applications on two OS domains (Integrity, Linux) and allows 
           cross-domain display sharing
         - Integrated automotive virtualization with RTOS and Linux running applications 
           transparently with a standard HMI
         - Functional Safety and ISO 26262 ASIL requirements for integrated cockpits 
           can be implemented using this approach and the fundamental software 
           development shown

In addition we will have R-Car available via partners at the conference including the 
GDP Experience in Hall 6, The latest GDP will be shown on our developer friendly 
automotive starter kit, unique within the alliance for providing production grade 
automotive hardware at special developer pricing of less than $300. 

On request we also present the following in our meeting room, open to all during 
breaks in the program and for scheduled meetings:

         - GENIVI Compliant BSP approved to version 12.0 specification fully supporting 
           Yocto Project and all GENIVI components targeted for production including 
           our community support of Chromium for automotive web applications 
           (Renesas has proven GENIVI Compliance in every release 1-12)
         - Object detection and driver information using ADAS algorithms integrated by 
           world-class partners and smart camera technology and deep learning in a low  
           power and reduced heat device
         - R-Car H3 Opensynergy Safe Linux Cluster
         - R-Car H3 EPAM Cloud and OTA demo
         - H3 Starter Kit running ADAS features + R-Drive module for autonomous 
           vehicle development
         - M3 Starter Kit with Kingfisher extension board presenting affordable 
           multi-display capability including extensive video inputs for automotive vision 
           and sensor fusion systems

 J    Black Duck
Manage Open Source Risks 
with Black Duck Hub
 
Find & Fix Open Source Vulnerabilities in 
Applications & Containers
 
Consider this:

- Thousands of open source vulnerabilities are reported each year.
- Most organizations have over 30% open source in their code.
- 98% of companies are unaware of the open source code they use. 
  

- Scan code to identify all embedded open source components
- Automatically map open source in use to known vulnerabilities
- Continuously monitor for new vulnerabilities as they are reported
- Prioritize and track your remediation efforts

Learn how the Hub can help:

 K    Green Hills
Green Hills will show a Renesas R-car H3 based 
demo featuring INTEGRITY Multivisor hosting a 
native INTEGRITY Rightware Sakura based HD 
Cluster plus rear view camera, and two 
Virtualised Linux driven  HD displays showing, UI 
(Future mark), Navi (NNG real map), IMGSDK 
(Coverflow, Skybox2 and Fractal/TextureArray) 
and an H.264Movie(H.264). The demo also 
features Touch Screen interactivity, Linux 
rebooting and display sharing.
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V2X Safety Critical Traffic Info Demo
This demonstration features Mentor’s 
GENIVI compatible Connected OS Linux 
operating system,  hosting a Vehicle- 
to-Infrastructure (V2X) application that 
filters out and displays safety-critical traffic 
messages on Instrument Cluster and 
Infotainment displays.  The system features 
low-latency for immediate message 
rendering,  link-monitoring mechanisms,  
and an open architecture for multiple 
connection technologies,  including WiFi, DSRC and LTE4/5.

Safety Certifiable High Resolution  Cluster Demo 
The demo showcases a safety certifiable high resolution digital cluster design. The 
demonstration is running two instances of the Nucleus RTOS on  aTI J6 SoC (one on 
an A15 core and one on an M4 Core) using Mentor’s AXSB reference platform. The 
cluster safety critical warning lights are implemented via a Nucleus instance running 
in “safe world” while the high resolution cluster graphics is implemented via a 2nd 
instance of Nucleus running in “normal world”.  The demo allows the user to crash 
the normal world OS to prove that the secure world OS and applications continue to 
operate independently of the normal world OS status.

ECU Consolidation Demo (space permitting)
This demo showcases a Cluster and IVI application running on single SoC in one 
ECU, highlighting cockpit ECU consolidation capabilities.  The demo features a 
unique combination of 3 heterogeneous operating systems running on a single 
board. Connected OS Linux and Nucleus RTOS are running as Mentor Embedded 
Hypervisor guest operating systems on the J6 SoC A15 cores on the Mentor AXSB 
reference platform. The Mentor VSTAR AUTOSAR OS is running on a V850 MCU on 
the AXSB providing an CAN interface  for controlling the cluster application features.  
The Linux hosted IVI application and the Nucleus RTOS hosted Cluster applications 
are sharing the single J6 SoC GPU via the Mentor advanced shared graphics 
mechanism featuring a unique application priority configurable approach. In this case 
the graphics sharing has been configured to give priority to the cluster application to 
ensure that the 60 frames per second graphics performance requirement for the 
cluster application is always met, independent  of the IVI application graphics load.  
The IVI Linux OS can be restarted by the user while the  cluster application remains 
running undisturbed, proving the Hypervisor provided isolation

L Mentor Automotive 
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